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Minority applications .up 60

-

Minority recruitment attrition both rising here
-

By Randy Powers

-
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In me
fall
of 1969
Black
Students Association "Issued to
the College of Wooster a "Black
Manifesto," demanding a vast
increase in Its recruitment of
minority students and faculty,
and some sign of an effort to
examine and alleviate Its own

racism. That manifesto inaugurated a difficult, at times ag-

onizing, three years of personal
and Institutional response and
to pressures . for
change. The architects of the
Manifesto, however, have all
graduated, and the pressures
have
at least the overt ones
died down. The College Is left
with the responsibility of exam
non-respo-

1969-7- 0.
As of
1973, the number of applications
ttliifAl'il-efrevtrii mlnArlftf
next
minority students
for RAW
from
year's freshman class was up
sixty per cent from the same
period last year. The Admissions Office, working with black
students on campus, with the
newly-formThird World Coordinating Committee, and with
outside organizations specializing in helping minority students
to get into' college, has worked
hard to Increase the numbers of
minority students applying to and
being admitted to COW.
Most of the credit for the sixty
per cent Increase in minority
applicants this year must go to
ry,

mid-Janua-

i

ed

In-dep- th

report

area of minority student recruitment,' the area which the Black
Manifesto stressed most in 1969.

nse
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Byron Morris

.' lntng the results of those years of
change and Instability, and of
iHrnnHnne? ektwt
JUhm4mm
poli
and n1fe
new directions
forming maw
on
those changes.
cies based
.
Nowhere on. campus Is the
problem of Improving on unbalanced change so evident as in the

Black students presently

com-

prise about seven per cent of

the Wooster student body, up '
from about three per cent in

t.

:
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Janice Smith Jordan

continued on page 6
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i slightest idea what's really I

'Pay no attention toCaesar.

i

-

The people who came to speak
In Lowry Ballroom last Tuesday
night all wanted "peace. That,
at least, was fairly certain. But
the second session of the Peace
Institute came to no such clear
consensus - on certain related

matters, such as

might be achieved,
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how "peace"
or who might-be-

achieve it, or even of what
would really consist.
"peace
.Tom Zimmer, a representative

methods to mcfotevo

mGjjv32

of the World Without War Council
(and an alumnus of federal prison,
for refusing the draft) drew in
.

his main address
' peace

ananti-utopta- n"

and
picture of
the effort to achieve it. Peace,
he said, is simply the absence
of war not the bringing of perfect Justice and harmony to the
world, nor' the bringing of
to each person. He
believes mat peace advocates
cannot eliminate conflict from
the world, or gain peace by

;

inner-contentme-

st
.

"

M

nt

"changing the souls or psyches'
But peace can be
of people.
gained;
those who consider It
inevitable and unnecessary are
as wrong as 'those who once
thought slavery a "necessary

evil.

outline" for
In his "nine-poi- nt
practical ieace efforts, Zimmer
warned against oversimplifying
the problem: "A perspective on
the world adequate for now will
not Ignore complexities, or name
any single 'villain, either Amer- -

0

H
-,

at'w.

Stanley Perdu

peGs&e

lean or any other country.' He
cautioned also against Ignoring
threats to national security, or
the existence of values that must
be preserved. But, he said, this
country does have a responsibility to take "unilateral
Initiative actions' to end war,
without simply disarming or
withdrawing Into Isolationism.
And individuals have a responsibility to Impel government to
take such Initiatives but without undermining the rule of law
or the political community.
Cavanaugh - suggested that a
"conversion of hearts" would
be needed for men to achieve
peace, and said that he seemed
to think more on a "value level'
tran did Zimmer. Zimmer responded that "deep down" he
believes himself to be motivated
by ideas such as Cavanaugh's,
but that to change the world we
must use practical means. "If

"mediatory position", operating
In the "real world", might be
too ready to move In a wrong
direction if it seemed "practi-

cal".

Thorn and Dave Glblan, who
talked on the Quaker view of
peace, and Pat Rull, who spoke
on "Today's youth and peace and
violence", seemed to stand with
Father Cavanaugh's spiritual
view of peace. Thorn asserted,
"Peace is not merely the absence of war, but striving to
seek and find God", while Pat
said, "We must hate the causes
of war, not in others, but in
.

our own souls".
Rabbi Gerald Turck described
peace as being linked In Judaic
tradition with the "Messianic
era", and was not clear on

whether or how It might be
achieved before then. He said
that "the greatest gains of Judaism have come during times
of peace" but said that "war Is
not entirely excluded from the
Judaic tradition". Asked about
conflict,
the current Arab-Israhe commented that some wars

.

we have to depend on conversion
to get peace, well wait a long
time.' "To gain peace, we must
sully ourselves in the realities
of power."' Cavanaugh In turn
warned that such a practical.

eli

continued on page 4

The Celebration of Peace in McGaw highlights the third and final day of the Paaee Institute.

sonal reward) and "darshan"
(talking with and being with the
.
MaharaJ Jl himself). To use
f these means, Glblan and other
visitors followed a rigorous
:
daily schedule. The day began
ajm. with two hours of
at
followed by two hours
meditation,
.
"perfect master.
satsang.
After a breakfast
Maof
Glblan spent two weeks at
was free for
morning
the
of
rice,
(monastery)
haraJ Jl's "ashram
but from 2
activities;
personal
and
four
Demi,of
city
the
in
worked
in the
p.m.
8
Glblan
to
weeks at Prem Nagar ("city of
ashram's Herbal Clinic, with a
love") Ashram at Hardwar in
break for a dinner of rice and
fiie foothills of flie Himalayas.
vegetables. Then two more hours
folThe ""perfect master's"
meditation,
lowers recognize four means of ..... satsang, an hourdayofwas
designed
"The
and
bed.
flndlne God: meditation, "satsang; (truth staging, or holy ttt- s- 'to belo 'channel' the whole self
15-year-

-old

'

--

,-

Into finding God, said Glblan.
The MaharaJ Jl was very free
with his time, according to Glblan. 'Disciples could go at any
time to see him, or any of 50
other Mahatmas (monks, highly
holy men) at tha ashrams.
Glblan called bis contact with
the MaharaJ Jl a "very intense
religious experience', enabling
him to "feel God in a very
spiritual, moving sense'. "His
energy was our energy, and ours
was his. His love could be
grasped. We learned from him
mat holiness is not impossible;'
It doesn't mean the loss of individual personality or Joy.
Before his trip, Glblan had
been finding life, at booster

continue!! en page 4
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mind and without thought of per-

y

of Wooster. sophomore Thom
Gfbian's recent journey to India,
according to Gtblan's account of
his trip. He left by plane December 12 to spend six weeks
from
"receiving knowledge
Indian
MaharaJ Ji,
-

i

course), service (active work to
help the community, with God in

..

Spiritual growth was the focus

,

.--

by William R. Henley

the Maharai Ji's North American followers visiting

Some of

Indie.
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VOICE blew

it on peace

coverage--

To the Editors,
The full coverage of the
Washington Peace marches
in your last issue was interesting and creative. I

thank you for it.
However
I was disappointed that you chose to
follow the trend of the
media in general and focus
upon large and spectacular
national
events to the
exclusion of small and often
more significant local news
,- -

.

Thank you,

Thomas E. Knepp
P.O. BOX 69

London, Ohio 43140

A note

of

thanks to the

items.
The fact that 200 or
more persons took part in

VOICE

an
ht
Prayer Vigil
and Community Witness for
Peace here in the Woos-t- er
Public Square was completely ignored
by
VOICE' - despite the fact
that many of the participants were drawn from the
College of Wooster community.
Such unbalanced reporting is not only a neglect,
it is a disservice to your

Dear Sir,

all-nig-

May I take this opportunity to thank you and your
staff for accommodating
the news and the full program of the Peace Institute held from January
1,
1973, despite shortage of space in your newspaper?
I know many members
of the college and Wooster
community came to know
about the Institute through
your newspaper.
29-3-

readership since it conveys a false Impression
of this community's peace
activities during the Inauguration weekend.

J. Barrie

been here I've lost all contact with the young ladies
out there. So sir, this is
why I'm writing you, to see
if you would print a little
something in your student
newspaper and see if there
are any ladies that might
like to bring a little Joy
to an old con's life.
Sir, this will sure help
me out, now and maybe in
the future.

Yours sincerely,
Anima Bose,

Gillespie Professor

Sincerely,

Shepherd
Campus Pastor
The College of Wooster

. .

And another

Gentlemen:
In my three previous

Lonely male

years at Wooster, friends

and alumni of the College
would often remark unfavorably about the condition
of the VOICE.
Their
criticism centered about
the fact that the VOICE
pandered to sensationalism
and endorsed wildly radical political and social
positions which the major
ity or thoughtful students
would reject out of hand.
They darkly hinted that if

wants mail
Dear Sir:

First off, if I may, I'll
introduce myself, then I'll
get to the point of why I'm
writing you this letter.
My name is Thomas E.
Knepp, and as you might
be able to tell by the address you'll see I am in the
pen, and ever since I've

the editorship so blatantly
violated their responsibility to the college community, steps should be taken
by the administration to
correct the situation.
Fortunately , under the
aegis of Messrs. Breiner

and Klelbowicz such dereliction has been remedied.
I doubt if few at the College would gainsay me that

the VOICE has greatly improved this year. The "In

depth reports' are a positive feature and the movie
column of BobHetherington
never fails to be amusing
and urbane. Still, enough
remains of what H. L.
Mencken called "uplift-er- s'

to provide amusement. Even Randy Powers
sentimental roth is tame
compared with Pat
l's
tilting against the
windmills of "sexist junior pageants.
Lynn Scott Hamilton
29 January 1973
Gud-ge-

INDEX
is alive

and
in need of words
To the Students:
In an effort to make the
yearbook more than just a
picture book, which has become a trend with yearbooks on many college
campuses, I would like to

attempt to commission the

organizations, faculty; and
so on, to the now famous
COW book, which must be
seen to be understood.
One problem that is com
mon to both styles and all
those styles that fall in
between is that the book
represents the impressions of the editor and a
few other staff members of
the year being covered. Of
course, this problem can
never be totally solved , due
to - the nature of editors,
like myself, whose ideas
will always be apparent no
matter what the format.
This is where individual
members of the college
community come in. Since
you are the. ones who will
have to accept it no matter
how it turns out, I feel
you might as well have
some part in it. What I
am asking of you is to write
the copy, or narrative, that
will be included with the
photographic essay. To be
more precise, I would like
anyone, who is interested to
take a few minutes and
write down his impressions
or opinions of anything that
has happened, or will happen, during the school year
(for example, last year's
Homecoming, the contro
versy over sections, or big
name entertainment).
I don't want to confine it
to controversial events
alone, although that is what
I am most interested in.
Your comments can con-

them; however I will accept almost anything.
The effect I am trying
to acmeve is to nave the
story of the year told in
the words of the participants.
The yearbook

-

aid of the college community in bringing an added cern anything and everydimension to this year's thing from last week's
book. In the past, the year- basketball game to the
book has consisted of meaning of life. To be
everything from the high most effective, comments
school style, featuring pic- should be relatively short,
tures of all the clubs, or I will be forced to edit

'

.

is history after all, vand
history Is made by people.
Those same people are also
'
the most knowledgeable
critics of the events surrounding their lives. There
is no limit as to how much
may be submitted by any
person, or as to how opin- ionated it may be. I am
views of the events of this
year, and I can only make
the concept effective with
your help. Without it, you
may be stuck with the im
pressions of some poor
imsguiaea eaitor use myself, so keep those cards

and letters coming.
-

Editor, 73

VOICE will hold an
open meeting for students and faculty to
bring complaints, questions, or suggestions
about the newspaper on
Monday, February 5 at
12:00 noon in the Lowry
Center ballroom. Bring
your trays.

Contract learning challenged

A.dis5uieting trend is appearing In American education on both the secon-6gla- le
levelst that of contract learning. Two basic patterns may be
"'5Sf
marZ Programs. In one, the student and instructor determine
T11"6" " oral assignments, etc., that are necessary for a
particular grade; the student
signs avcontract committing himself to the
rlc
f
I"
school, the contract often requires
Published weekly during the academic year except holidays and
by parents,
in language courses, the teacher establishes a scale
freqUfnHy ""j
fn
examination periods by the students of The College of Wooster.
'
in which the completion of a number of lessons is correlated with a grade;
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are not necessarily
the more
lessons
finished, the higher the grade.
...... . mi stoit ana should not be construed as representing ad.
?2me edacaXOT flnd a great deal of merit in this teaching approach. This
ininiirrgTion policy.
own Pace. it Is claimed; triditional methods
LX prSTess
nSfn better
This newspaper welcomes sioned letters
-- A;.
t
often constrain
n
uj
students.
Advocates of this system say that it somehow boosts
correspondence to VOICE. The Colleae of Woo...
motlvauon. Dean William Baird mentioned in an intemewXTgdes
W.... nu- - S6
44491.
are noticeably above the average. Maybethere is
5? classes
Member of United States Press Association and Ohio W.w.
contention.
Finally, practitioners say that subjective grading is
Sf
students
are
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office,
evaluated
according to an objective, emotionless contract
or seal?
Wooster, Ohio. Subscription Rates: $6.00 per year, 2nd class'
U 18 difficVlt to determine which modes of teaching
$9.00 per year, 1st class.
'
produce the best edu
cated persons. But this contract education lacks
certain
which may be found
virtues
in more traditionally taught classes. Some contract teaching involves
little class work.
JIM BREINER, RICHARD KIELBOWICZ. Co. Editor.
2SrWg-fldieareby
limited.
Admittedly,
n,tS
an
I8
especially bright
bI
8
BIG AL, Sport.
eel Cnstral5,ed iPpe classroom. His presence, however,
BARB PRICER Circulation
may be beneficial to other students; hopefully each student contributes to the education
SELENA CRUMP, Bsns. Mgr.ROS REID, Frustrated Feminist
of others
to this same vein, grading on the number of lessons completed scale
compefosters
J ANNA SMITH, Office Manager
tition rather, than
Students become apprehensive when they discover
are P16881 faster. Also, especially in courses where the
KAREN RUNGE, Ad Mgr.
progress, there Is pressure to corner the teacher to have
STAFF: John Sham. Chue Cavr Jff k.A., e i
ol.j..
18 placed on completing
1
iwiuwy r vroww, wary
rapidly absorbing
Fiordalis, Marty Knott. Eleanor DeWitt. Bill H.nl
r:-.
e
the, material. The quality of learning is subordinated in suchlessons,
cases
Lorry Kurth, Rick Legge, Sue Tew, Barb Snyder, K.'c Jensen, Phil
COntraCt teaching may Produce more "A s, it is not necessarily
Johnson, Bob Dyer, Pawl Cope and Dee Do Lee.
the best method
fc'Ofi RBvi(jni9
91.u.atMAiv..-Sfll '
m- wa
w
u ji:
.
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SaS?n

pre-arran-
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INDEX

editorial
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Send

all material to INDEX,
P.O. Box- 3189. Incident-iall- y,
please sign all writings since your name will
be included in the book.
Rick Eckert
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The Reel World

Blood, de ath9 absurdity, and spaghetti
By Bob Hetherington

,

After a fortnight of peace
marches to Washington, peace
agreements in Paris, the creation
of justice in Camelot, and the
celebration of peace in McGaw
I find it marvellously ironic and
highly amusing that the Mateer
Auditorium film Saturday night
is a Clint Eastwood Italian western,. FOR A FEW DOLLARS
MORE. It only goes to show that
no matter where your idealism

lies, there is always room for

a swift bullet in the gut. And
make no mistake about it, the
death toll is appalling in this
fiasco: sixteen men, a horse,
a baby and a couple of cock-

roaches fall before the real action begins. Most of the victims spin clockwise as they fall
as still more confirmation of the
fact that the earth spins counterclockwise; from the amount of
blood on the ground, the great
majority of them must be hemophiliacs, including the cockroaches.
As in the other spaghetti west-

erns (this is the second, 1967
vintage) action is forbidden, and
histrionics are kept to a contest
to see who can make his lips
curl the tightest and give his
eye the narrowest squint.

The

contestants are Clint and Lee
Van Cleef, as a couple of bounty
hunters who reason that two hot-

dead, horse and kick it around for
a few paragraphs. Violent movies are an inevitable consequence
of violent life. They might also
transmit the violence virus, but
they most emphatically do not
breed it. Distinctions can, and
must, be drawn between violent
films, that pander and violent
films that enlighten, between
camp, comment and utter cynicism.

'

heads are better than one, join
forces, and ride out to gun down

a band of Mexican bank robbers
and collect the reward. Bodies
pile up like firewood and enough
lead is exchanged to reequip the
Egyptian army for another six

day war.

Through all of this nonsense,
Clint Eastwood, The Man with
No Name and Little Talent, walks
around in the desert sun with a
wool blanket covering a fleece-lin- ed
vest and shirt, making you

more thirsty than LAWRENCE

OF ARABIA ever did. He and
Van Cleef scarcely look at their
victims before plugging them,
never waste a shot and never,
never utter a complete sentence
when a grunt will do. It is
generally pretty low class stuff,
but for those who enjoy a western with galvanic gestures, a
twanging ocarina score full of
choral chanting and a lofty dis-ta- in
for sense and authenticity,

the film is ideal.

Exercising the option of equal
time because of the Peace Institute, I would say a few words
on behalf of violence in films-y- es,
to resurrect that old, bloody,

CLOCKWORK ORANGE

Violence can be downright
enlightening as in MARAT SADE,
even charming as in THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD,
enthralling in PSYCHO, relevant-and-viaas in THE DUTCHMAN, and precisely appropriate
as In WEST SIDE STORY or in
ble

BONNIE

CLYDE."

From time to time, however,

ing depictions of violence which
are absolutely reprehensible.
The red footage of FOR A FEW
DOLLARS MORE will hardly
change the course of human
events. A movie is not tantamount to an abortion decision
by the Court, a peace agree-

attempts at pretentious social

symbols (THE CHASE) and some
ingeniously primitive, like THE
DIRTY DOZEN, which spends
all of two hours on an outland-ish- ly

ment, or civil rights legislation.

Motion pictures cannot dictate
to life, though they may certainly clarify, reflect and improve
Since the earth teeters
life.
precariously on the verge of
violence every day, there is no
rational reason why art should
not turn violence to its own good
advantage showing us what we
do and why we do it;' The clear

detailed set-u- p
that produces a half hour payoff in which
lots of German officers and
their dates go screaming off in

a river of blood. Such fare is
trashy, but it at least has the
bad grace to give itself away.

The more difficult denunciation of violence Qpmes when violence predicates itself on "deep"
philosophic justifications like the
death of the West in THE WILD
BUNCH, STRAW DOGS and the
of manhood,

&

artistry falls by the wayside in
deference to the gross, demean-

Some movie violence is conventionally primitive, unadorned
by anything except gangrenous
nostalgia, such as THE LONGEST DAY &. co and parts of
THE GODFATHER.
Others are

rites

and the

freedom of the human will.

danger, of course, is that violence begets violence In life
and engenders confusion In art.
It is a potent weapon, but tends
to aim Itself at the marksman.

and THE

Clergy's theoretical role conflicts with reality
.-

By Jimmy

"Olsen" Mlraldt

The second meeting of the
Clergy Academy this past Tuesday gave the audience of Protestant-, and Catholic clergymen
reason to be optimistic for the
success of the remaining six
programs. Sidney Sklrvln, Dean
of Students and Director of Placement at Union Theological
Seminary, delivered a well preand
pared
paper.
v'
The address, ''Confessions of
an
Crisis of
Identity, Purpose, and Function',
dealt quickly and clearly with
the clergyman's struggle to find
meaning within the parish
well-researc-

Ex-Clergy-

hed

man:

theologian H. R. Niebuhr, Sklrvln
described the theoretical purpose
of the church: It Is responsible
for the promotion of an "Increase
of love of God In neighbor."
However, the mechanism of the
church Is the parish, an organization fraught with human frailties and weaknesses.
The theoretical purpose, he
said, often becomes obscured by
the needs created by the means,
the parish. Quoting from a survey
which Sklrvln contributed, be
es
declared, "Clergy find
hs
devoting
of their
time and energies to the work
they enjoy the least, administrative duties.'
These kinds of
"Instrumental" duties, the polities and bureaucratic work,
mem-selv-

two-fift-

--

frustrate the clergyman's

at-

tempt to approach the theoretical
goal.
The clergyman's Interest generally lies with "expressive
duties - directing worship,
preaching,
counseling, and
teaching. He or she is planted
at the intersection of the crossroads of "expressive" and "instrumental" activities.
"The
successful minister is aware of

expressive needs and responsive
to them, Sklrvln continued. Yet
he Is a good enough politician to
use the instrumental means "to
get the Job done.' The success Is
the result of an ability to maintain mis "dynamic tension."
But it Is the burden of this
dynamic tension which causes
some clergy to leave, he' pointed
out, and bewilders others who
ponder leaving the parish ministry. Sklrvln traced the inability
to balance the "expressive and
Instrumental" sides of the minister back to a distorted educational process.
The prospective seminary
student usually has used his own
pastor as an example of the
'
ministry. But one's exposure to
one's pastor primarily exposes
bis "expressive" side.
The
steeped with stuseminaries,
dents aware of the expressive
behavior,
mis one part
of the dynamic tension by giving
emphasis to Bible study, theology
and history.
Suggesting mat seminary students have a high propensity for
having been "little adults, endorsing and Identifying with the
adult 'shoulds and oughts
throughout
their childhood,
Sklrvln sees mem extending mis
"adult Identification" personality Into the ministry. Again this
expressive role of the minister
gets underscored for mis breed
of clergyman feels he must lead
the congregation In upholding
these values. The clergyman '
enters the parish unprepared and
unaware of the reality of me dy- namlc tension between expressive and Instrumental duties.
Sldrvln's long list of Inherent
problems In the church awaiting
the clergyman began with the
congregation's diverse opinions
about the role of the minister.
They assume the role of client
employer and are seldom In
agreement as to what the clergy
re-lnfo- rce

man should do to fulfill thelr-Th- e
To complicate
matters, the denominational
hierarchy may have conflicting

expectations.
The clergyman turns for
guidance
mat other professional groups have, but there
Is none to be found. The absence of objective support
systems to help define the
minister's role, the presence of
Ideological dissension in the
Church,
and "Institutional
sluggishness"
compound the
clergyman's frustrations and

congregation defines

sue-expectati-

ons.

tiess In terms of "Intimacy and
mutual support" while the
Church's hierarchy applauds In-

creases In financial contributions
to Its programs and a membership growth. Sklrvln noted that
the clergyman's difficulty In
recognizing that he must be a
professional Is Increased by the
absence of respectable salaries.

He receives less for his efforts
than a blue collar worker, while
administrators In the denominational hierarchies are being
paid the salaries of corporation

confusion.

executives.

The problems are clear In the
form of ambiguous Church responses to the clergyman's
needs, accented by the minister's
educational bias preventing him
from seeing the dual nature of
his role. The tension between
the expressive and the Instrumental, the "purpose and powill always, exist.
litics"
"Whether the seminaries, laity,
and clergymen work to correct
these problems, concluded Mr.
Sklrvln, "will depend on the response of groups of clergy,"
groups like the Clergyman's
Academy.

flu epidemic

Hygeia escapee tells story
Nothing terribly exciting happens In Hygeia except for an
occasional escape. So, my roommates and I decided to create
one! After all four of us had
summoned a nurse at the same
time, one girl and 1 decided to
Invade the boys' T.V. room.' We
proceeded in mere and after half
an hour of conversation and congenial T.V. watching, were scold

By Tu Sew

Being one of the 140 patients
treated at Hygeia In an average
flu epidemic, I was sleeping,
eating, and being filled with pills.
It was my last day and I couldn't
wait to get out! Not that Hygeia
Is all that bad, but being confined to bed, and not being allowed any visitors, was more than I
could take. So, I planned my escape. Exiting was no problem,
It was
that I was
worried about. As I came within 3"
sight of the back door", I was D
filled with trepidation. Thoughts 0
scurried across my mind, "What
cruel punishments are Inflicted D
on an escapee? Will I be made 0
to swallow all sorts of horrible
D
tasting cough medicine? Or will
I be awakened at 2 ajn. to be D
given another sleeping pill? Will D
I EVER be allowed out of here? D
Trying to control my anxiety I
opened the back door and mere D
she was - Mrs. Finney! Calmly D
re-enter-

ed by a nurse and given the order-"N- o
fraternizing between patients I" So much for our attempt

at excitement.
I was released the next day,
much to . the relief of all the
Hygeia staff. If they may have
their way, I will never be allowed
to set foot In the sacred hall of
Hygeia again. There may not be
anything left of it next time.

ing
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0
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I wished her a good afternoon

and walked up to my room
I bad accomplished the
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of Mah&mji Ji

M evela tions
continued from

p. 1

--

aren't

trip and said that "his sensi-

arent homeless; they're

as a result of the experience.

In northern India people

Fields are green and

hungry.

unsatisfying and restrictive, with
ng
courses and people
concerned only with unimportant
matters. "I knew I had to do
something, or I would not be coming back.' The India trip gave
him the strength he needed; "I
learned that the most Important
thing Is to lore God and people,
and you don't have to be any
particular place to do mat."
The trip, he says, developed in
him discipline, patience and humility.
Lite at the ashrams was distinct from normal Indian life, as
life in a monastery is distinct
from Western life; but Giblan
was able to make a few observations about India In general.
He commented
that northern
India, where he was. Is not the
horrible mess of overpopulation,
famine and refugees some people identify with India. "Southern India has these proble ma , but
time-wasti-

people

the "perfect master's' Western
followers Increasing rapidly,
there will be too many for him
to receive in mis way. However,
festivals of the master's followers, with opportunities to meet
the MaharaJ Jl, are planned for
the UJS. And about forty ashrams
have been set up in the West,
Including one in Cincinnati, where
followers can meet visiting

.

matters.

People Interested In learning
more about the Maharj Jl and
his followers can talk to Thorn
Giblan, or see the magazine,
"It Is Divine," available at the
bookstore.

Dave Olert, another Wooster
sophomore, accompanied Giblan
to India. Giblan called Olert
.

"a constant help" during the

Wfonte Moots
"White Roots of Peace", a
traditionalist group of Mohawk
Inons who pursue an aggressive course to establish "peace
among men", will appear on
campus February 5.
After twice cancelling their
appearances scheduled for Sep

Giblan and Olert went with .
what will probably be the last
such group to go from the UJS.
to visit the MaharaJ Jl. WluV

-

worldly

of IPe&ce

comntagj

tember

because of tribal
difficulties, the- - group will exhibit arts and crafts all day In
the main lounge of Lowry
Center, make appearances In
classrooms, show films, and conduct a "main meeting" at 8:00
pan. in Severance Gymnasium.

Guru Maharoj

Ji (front) and

facet of drugs. Portions of the
library and some of the staff
have been at tables In Lowry
Center
DREC win be open until
Spring Break.
.

film-mak- ers

Bat, Don

fink out

The White Roots of Peace will appear her e Monday after two
cancellations last quarter.

48-pa-

Alas, the concert slated for
tomorrow night Is off.
Bat McGrath and Don Potter,
after ten years together, have
broken up before getting to perform here, the College of Woo-

Lowry to start vegetarian line

Astrld HUger, Tina Blckel- -

Singer, Marcla
stu-

dents had been meeting with Nancy Cadle, Assistant Dean of
Students, and Ted McDonald,
Director of Food Service, since
November to discuss the feasibility of Incorporating vegetarian dishes Into the dally food
service.

.

non-vegetar- ians

.

Vegetarian Program
Food service will be serving a limited
vegetarian menu starting Monday, February 5.

.

Line Two in Lowry

.

"do-it-yourse- lf",

--

Saturday and Sunday

--

Lunch
Dinner

11:30- 4:45- -

Lunch
Dinner

11:30-

LCB
.

almost-sponsor.

- event

- by --

ed

follows In

a pattern

established last quarter when the
White Roots of Peace twice postponed their appearance here be-

fore finally cancelling.
Ambassador Jha, from India, too,
was unable to speak here due to
an illness.
Now, next week, both White .
Roots and Ambassador Jha will
finally visit Wooster.

Indian journey
.

Monday thru Friday

ster.

- ' The

Ken-ard-

ge

.

on LCB

ns,

I-se- ctlon

Carroll, and several ether

secretory, Bihari Ji.

It Is a place where students
may obtain resources ' on any

--

haupt, Carlos

hi a

Drug center opened
completely student run

The Drug Referral and Education
Center (DREC) on campus
Indian dances and songs with Is opening
this quarter after ten
group participation encouraged months
of
groundwork, DREC
along with messages of prayerf was
and Is now run comstarted
prophecy, and history will make pletely by students, for
students.
up part of the program for the
main meeting.
It has an extensive library of
The group has worked with over fifty books on the whole
spectrum of drug usage. Apand the NaIndian
students
tional Film Board of Canada and proximately twenty-fo- ur
through eight weeks of seminis very active in community went
ar-type
training last quarter
affairs at their home on the Mohawk Reserve at Akwesasne (St. with the help of Dr. Startzman
Regis) on the St. Lawrence River. ' and Linda Newman of the Wayne
For Indians, their message Is County Council on Drug Abuse.
one of hope and encouragement
Funds to pay for the library
for the traditionalists through
the establishment, of revitalized and other expenses came from
Indian strength and unity.
several areas of the campus including Campus Council, Hygela,
For thousands of
the White Roots of Peace have the Presbytery and the Dean's
provided an opportunity for all Staff. DREC win continue to work
people to hear the Indians' view with The Wayne County Council
of peace and relationships with and Hygela when needed.
It 1s located at the South end of
their environment, as well as
en
In the basement of
bringing real brotherhood to all
Lodge, and will be open
peoples.
The White Roots of Peace also SundayThursday 7 until 12; and
publish a monthly newspaper, Friday and Saturday nights from
"Akwesasne Motes", which has 7 until 2 A.M. Stop down somea growing circulation of over time and see the facilities. All
tabloid. conversations win of course be
23,000 for Its
confidential.
The atmosphere of DREC is
simply one of help. The Staff
will have reference data available In addition to the library.
Food Service has made arrangements to use Line 2 of the MORE ON
Lowry Dining Room for serving
vegetarian meals. Of the two
entrees served at lunch and dinner, one win be vegetarian and
one win be a meat Item; mere--'
continued from page one
fore, both vegetarians and
can use the line. If are Just and necessary. James
Wtlloughby, a Christian missionenough interest Is shown In the ary familiar with Islam, said
program, all of Line 2 will be that Moslems are "groping" for
used for vegetarian dishes. The a view of peace, but that peace
four students will continue to help under Islam has been In history
by assisting In the preparation no more "fragile" man under
Christianity.
of the meals. '
. Zlmmer claimed hisAnother feature of the program
win be a salad bar during dinner, torical precedent for the possiwhere students can make their bility of peace, citing the old
American West, which - prosalads on a
gressed from violence to . the
basis. If als phase Is successful, the salad bar win be used
rule of law. Anlma Bose, coat both meals.
ordinator
of the Institute
to
McDonald
In a letter from
the
several members of me admin- activities, cited a form ofpeotheory;
"social
contract"
istration, he said "This starting ple can agree to suppress
their
set-u- p
Is very basic and I am
taking a wait and see attitude at violent Instincts, for their own .
tsf. , sJher Cavaiiauglf nr
present. I do hope thatthls
1.3
.commented,
"The Incidence of ft
be a. success."
non-India-

After careful planning over a
period of several months. Food
Service, with the help of four
College students, Is Initiating a
limited vegetarian program,
which will begin operation on
February 5 In the Lowry Dining
Hall.

!

v"

tivity and awareness blossomed"

well enough oft by their own
standards.

' He also commented on the
Industrialization of India and the
Increasing materialism ofIndia's
people. These trends, he says,
are contrary to the traditional
Indian emphasis on religion wni
the spirit, and are hindering the
efforts of MaharaJ Jl and other
spiritual leaders. He reported
mat the government of India
seemed to be encouraging the
materialistic trends, even to the
point of- actively opposing
spiritual movements which might
turn people's thoughts away from

(

12:45
6:00

.

- 12:30

4:45. 6:00

TRY' IT, YOU'LL LIKE ITI

.state!

-

pathology does not mean mat
the pathology Is normal." And
a girl student from the audience
made the distinction between
Individual violence and the mass
violence of war;
Individuals
may have a compulsion toward
hostility and violence toward
other individuals, but not toward
masses In organized violence.
Zlmmer summed up his view:
"People are already convinced

that war is bad; our problem is
to con vice them mat. mere is ft.

way

out."

Father Cavanaugh

closed the main session by singing and playing a song on his
guitar (he claimed mat it was
"under protest" 'because "I'm
revolted by singing priests")
after which the gathering broke
ip3 into ejndlyldual discussion
groupsy
9trti ?j
is.-l-

v

.
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family

noted for academic
achievement, he was educated at
Banaras Hindu University and
Trinity College at Cambridge,

The Honorable Lakshml Kant

Jha, ambassador from India to,
the United States, will speak at

pjn., Wednesday, February
7, InMateer.
Prior to that, from 2- -4 pm
Wednesday, the ambassador will
be In Lowry Center Pit to meet
with students.
He bad been scheduled to speak
here on November 1, but had to
cancel due to an Illness. '
"Ambassador Jba Is a member
of bis nation's tamer circle of
decision makers,' says Walter
Anderson, director of the Great
Lakes Colleges Association India
program.
"In mis period of stress between India and theUnltedStates,
he has been Instrumental In
strengthening the relationships
between the two nations, particularly relating to academic and
cultural exchange programs," he
8:15

England. He was selected for the elite
Indian Civil Service (ICS) while
the country was still under British rule. Prof. Anderson says
mat the ICS was used to train
British government leaders and
very few Indians were admitted.
Those chosen by rigorous examination were the very finest of
Indian youth.
In 1936 he began his rise to
key governmental positions Including Secretary
of Heavy
Industries, Economic Secretary,
-

.

-

-

--

Secretary to Prime Minister Jha
Bahadur Shastrt and Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi, and
Governor of the Reserve Bank
of India.
From such vantage points be
gained a comprehensive view of
India's economic needs and potential, enabling him to contribute greatly to the formulation
and execution of related policies. ,
Ambassador Jha's association
with International affairs began in
the late 1950s when he was elected
Chairman of General Agreement
of Trade and Tariffs. Since men
he has represented India at several International conferences
including those-o- f the World Bank

states.

of Wooster is
particularly- fortunate to be
Tlslted by a person of his knowledge and experience In the politics and economics of South
Asia, Anderson adds.
Ambassador Jha has built a
reputation as a scholar, admin
lstrator, writer and Internationally respected development
economist.
Born In Bihar in 1913 to a
"The-Colle-

ge

-

n

r:d'Mi

.V

'

Dr. Croker emphasized that
despite Ghandl's vastly different
cultural background, his Ideas
remain valid for the United
States today. Dr. Croker defined affluence as the greatest
cause for conflict In the future,
resulting from competition for

Dr. Anima Bose, the coordinator and main organizer of
the Peace Institute, opened the
first seminar Monday night by
reminding the audience:
"We
are not pioneers; but really we
have not thought Of peace before
because we haven't considered
peace as the way of survival."
The three seminars, she went
on, win hopefully produce a better understanding of peace as a
viable alternative for resolving
conflict by open exchange of perspectives both between speakers
and audiences and between members of the audience. The
greatest problem, she said, would"
be devising ways to continue discussion of the idea after the
formal Institute ends.

first speaker. Dr.
Croker, - introduced his topic,
"Mahatma Ghandl and
by stating mat war Is
not only a problem, but a fascination that has often absorbed
people's interests and 'abilities.
Great advances in technology,
especially In mis century, have
However, we have
resulted.
shown ourselves to be bllnd to
the implications of our technology
and unable to cope with war.
Ghandl, he said, offered a
solution to this dilemma, for he.
was able to "develop the virtues
of war without its terrible evils
by dealing with conflict in a way
that minimized destructive- ness." In some situations Ghandl
recognized that violence might
saw
be the lesser evil, but-has a goal men
should work toward. Attaining
mis goal. Dr. Croker explained,
requires a basic commitment
to the search for truth and Justice and continual experimentation by Individuals to determine
what Is true and just,"

scarce resources.

.

Resolving

this conflict by Ghahdlan methods
will mean a commitment by individuals to raising the welfare
of all, sometimes with personal
sacrifices. This policy would
have great implications for the
personal and corporate lives of
people, but peace, he feels,
includes the
struggle
for Justice.
Dr. Arthur Zebbs, speaking on
the second topic, "Martin Luther
.

non-viol-

ent

Stanley

The

Non-violen-

meetings.

Ambassador Jba was elevated
to the key post of Governor of
the Reserve Bank of India In July
1967. In that capacity, he progressively geared the credit system to the needs of development,
with special regard to vital but
weak' sectors of the economy.
The Ambassador is a connoisseur of ancient sculpture, and
has in his collection pieces dating from the 1st century B.C. He
is a devotee of music and modern painting, and a scholar of
literature and languages.
The speech is open to the public without charge. .

Warming up for the
sock hop dance marathon on February 10 in Severance Gym from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m. it John
Wetherbee of WCWS. Photo by Bill Kleinert.
all-nig-

ht

Nuclear physicist lectures

'Flying saucers ARE real9
"Flying Saucers ARE
Real" will be the subject
of an illustrated lecture
to be delivered by Stanton T. Friedman, a nu-

physicist,

nay-sayi-

Jupiter,

He has lectured at many
colleges and universities
across the country provoking excited response
wherever he has visited.
Some excerpts from Mr.
Friedman's talk follow:
"After more than 13
years of study and personal
investigation I am convinced that the evidence is
King and
pointed overwhelming
that the
out at the beginning of his speech
earth is being visited by
that blacks have generally reintelligently controlled
sponded
to the vehicles whose origin is
violence directed against them. off the earth.
The eviThe organized use of the nondence which convinces me
violent direct action method beis in the form of testigan, not with King's Montgomery,
mony and pictures from
Alabama boycott, but with the witnesses (from all over
founding of the Congress of Rathe world) whose characcial Equality (CORE) in 1942 ter is such that their
which used certain Ghandlan testimony about anything
techniques in sit-iin the 40's. else would be accepted as
CORE condemned the use of
I am, of course,
violence because it served only valid.
only
with those
concerned
to aggravate rather than solve
which
sightings
remain
the problem.

clear

presented by the older
scientists against
the possibility of some
UF08 being visiting vehicles from off the earth stand
up under careful scrutiny.'

development of advanced
nuclear and space systems
including the Pioneer 10
which is now headed for

on

some excellent UFO picno evidence
of fakery; UFOs have been

tures showing
reported

non-vlolen-

tly
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WorkCost of the four-dshop is $90, of which $65 Is for
room and board, and $25 is the
Workshop tuition fee. A few
scholarships are available upon
demonstration of need.
Applications are open to all,
and not restricted to residents
of Ohio. Those writers Interested In applying should send
their name, address and phone
number ; two examples of their
own
recent writing; and a
ay

stamped self addressed return
envelope to the Workshop

Co-

ordinator, B. J. Benham,

1529

Wesleyan Road, Dayton, Ohio
45406. The deadline for sub- -'
mlttlng application
materials
1
March
Notices of
L
, acceptance
will be mailed In
. . . mlil.lnHI
.
'3

,Mrtwk rf.K armim.nta
II lllill1l iXIIIIIMIIllill
--

authors who

n

have agreed to serve as Instructors for the Workshop are William Stafford, poet; Larry King,
Journalist; John Gardner, novelist; Harry Mark Petrakis, novelist and short story writer; Julius
Lester, Journalist; and Robert

Canzonerl, short story writer.

nce

non-viol- ent

Dr. Croker opens

-

ed (rather than natural
phenomena) and under inThe
ington, D.C. In 1963, though still telligent control.
was definitely more combination of round, symmetric, wingless craft able
militant and aggressive In character. Dr. Zebbs sees mis as to hover, fly vertically and
the beginning of the Black Power horizontally at very high
era and the abandonment of the speeds and to make almost
method because It right angle turns, usually '
rules out
seemed ineffective. King, he noiselessly,
said, realized mat he was los- terrestrial origins as does
ing support but maintained his a history predating man's

non-viole-

e

Writer's
workshop
in June

Ohio
The
Arts Council
announces Its plans for the First
Writers' Workshop to be held
at Bergamo Center,
June 20-near Dayton.

tion."

non-viol- ent

fre-

visual reports.

in-

ent

and somewhat
forms
illusioned with the
The march on
method.

Observations

air.

quently last for more than
30 minutes and there have
been many multiple witness reports as well as
simultaneous
radar and

vestigation by competent
investigators spending
enough time and effort to
eliminate perhaps 80 of
the reported sightings as
either IDENTIFIABLE or

'

us,

the country, at night and
during the day, on the
ground as well as in the

ns

non-viole-

ce

"

ce,"

King's bus boycott and the
1954 school desegregation decision by the Supreme Court were
responsible for bringing the nonviolent method and Martin Luther
King into promiwnce, according
to Dr. Zebbs. King not only condemned violence as impractical
but also as Immoral, stressing
a creative, redemptive force of
love. Other groups such as the
Southern Christian Leadership

scientists,
pilots,
policemen, orbiting a stro-natand control tower
operators. UFOs have been
observed over cities and In
by

astronomers,

,

Non-viol-

--

non-violen-

Non-violen-
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For example, there are

February 6 at 7:30 p.m. ia
Mateer auditorium.
Mr. Friedman has worked for 14 years in the

In short, my conclusions are based upon the'
wheat not the chaff, on the
gold not the dross."
"For more than 25 years
Conference (SCLC) and the Stureports
from thousands of
Coordinating
dent
from all over
witnesses
Committee (SNCC) were founded
consistently
world
have
the
in this period of the 50's when
was supported by described objects (not just
"light sources") having
blacks.
definite size, shape, texIn the early sixties, said Dr. ture, protuberances, and
Zebbs, many Blacks bad become a distinctive "behavior"
impatient at the slowness of re- which indicate that the ob-

ce,

'

and International Monetary Fund,
and has been India's chief spokesman at a number of Consortium

'Peace as the way of survival'
by Eleanor DeWitt

air-'-
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Mmority attrition rising here

FLAIR TRAVEL!
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continued from page on
Janice Smith Jordan, a black 1972
COW grad senring as Admissions
Counselor for the 1972-- 73
academic year. Though her position
Is similar to that of the administrative Interns in the Deans'
Office, both she and Admissions
Director Byron Morris testify
mat she enjoys complete equality
of decision-makiwith the other
members of the Admissions
ng

GET YOUR STANDBY
TICKETS
HERE
AND ELIMINATE

DELAYS
AT THE AIRPORT.

I
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Energetic student
Wanted:
nationwide trafor
to work
vel organization. Good pay
and unusual fringe benefits

Experience helpful but not
Send short resume promptly to VIA, P.O.
2245, Ann Arbor,
Box
Michigan 48103.

necessary.

Office. Talking with one student
In a guidance office or to an
auditorium full of students
In Detroit, Mrs. Jordan has
visited high schools In all --the
major cities of Ohio, In pre
vtously untouched areas such as
Buffalo and Louisville-Lexingto- n,
attended conferences In
Houston, New Orleans, and Washington D.C., and will visit schools
In Birmingham, Alabama and At-

lanta, Georgia.
Mrs. Jordan's post apparently
grew out of recommendations by
the Faculty Admissions Committee, an advisory group composed
of six faculty members and four
students, and the Human Relations Commission In the spring
of 1972 to hire a black woman
Admissions Counselor, creating
a fourth admissions post If necessary. Much of the minority student recruitment In the previous
two years had been done by black
students themselves. The Admissions Job vacated by Glno
Calcel was filled by a white
woman, Karen Lowe. Three black
candidates, In addition to Mrs.

Jordan, were interviewed for a 1500 whlteys? No thanks." The
fourth position. The latter got prospective . black student this
the Job, partly because of salary year can be courted by a black
considerations, mostly because Admissions Counselor, can tour
her familiarity with the College the campus with a black student
guide, can attend a "Prospective
made her better qualified.
by
In the area ofAdmissions, then, Black Students' Weekend-tathe College has responded to the the BSA with the support of the
pressures for increased recruit- Admissions Office, can read
ment of minority students, "Black Student on a White Camrapidly or lethargically, de- pus," a BSA publication funded
pending on one's perspective. by the College (though It has not
But Admissions is only one facet yet been printed mis year), and
of the College, and Admissions can meet with seven black faculty
has very little to do with what a members and one black dean.
student finds when he or she gets If a black student does enroll
here. At the end of fall quarter, here he or she may take advan1972, ten black students were tage of the Learning Center for
placed on academic probation,, reading and writing problems,
ten black freshmen were given or contact free SGA tutors for
academic warnings (failure to problems in particular subject
Obviously a minority
get a ZJ3 GPA in a quarter that areas.
doesn't count), and six black student must be strong or used
students were asked to leave for to whites to be at all comfortable
Obviously any student
academic reasons (flunked out). here.
needs to take a good deal of reA combination of a lack of scholastic ability and motivation on sponsibility for his .or her own
the one hand, and of the College's education. Obviously, as Byron
lack of ability to meet their Morris ' reminded me, "Not all
needs on the other, has made It high school students should go
obvious that merely Increasing to college." But the College of
the number of minority students Wooster, despite the admirable
on campus Is not w"gi. Janice steps It has taken, has not
Smith Jordan put it simply: "My reached the point where It can
Job would be easier If I could disclaim all responsibility for
offer more to the students I meet Its students' problems.
The Dean and some concerned
with."
The Admissions Office does Its faculty members are trying to
best to ensure that those students decide what to do about the diswho enter the College are quali- proportionately high minority atfied and are reasonably able to do trition rate. The
the work at Wooster and stay in Studies Committee Is presently
school All applications are eval- negotiating with the Educational
uated twice . Those of minority Policy Committee
a slgnlf- l- '
applicants are evaluated by Mrs. cant Improvement Inforthe
Jordan and a black faculty
Studies
According to Mr. major. A decision on who if
member.'
Morris, the word "qualified" has anyone win replace Janice Smith
"no racial connotation' A stu- Jordan when her contract exdent's qualifications are deter- pires June 15 has not yet been
mined by his or her high school made, but the Faculty Admisrecordgrades, class rank, re- sions Committee, as It did last
commendations, and
board year, will support the establishscores. Mr. Morris added mat ment of a fourth permanent Adno student Is denied admission missions position to
be filled by
because of bis or her politics, a black person. That commiand that a student's ability to ttee's chairman, C. L.
Borders,
finance his or her own education Jr., believes mat "the Deans .
Is not considered until most of would appoint a qualified Black
the class has been fined and the if they could find one." Byron '
aid money has run out. ApparMorris expressed "great hope
ently, then, those students who that the work of Mrs. Jordan will
enter are able to do the work at help In the hiring of a permanent
Wooster. Why such a high problack admissions officer."
portion of minority students in
These efforts must be matched
academic trouble?
by an increased commitment towards supporting, not Just
The question was best answered by a "prospective black accepting, minority students. The
student" I talked with In Detroit overwhelming white majority at
a year ago, 100 brothers and COW Intensifies the problem that
n
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The Wooster Inn
Fourth and Last Dinner
Concert of This Series and Group
will take place on
Wednesday, February 7, 1973
6:30 to 8:30 P.M.
MADRIGALS, PART AND
OTHER EARLY SONGS

LET US HELP YOU

with your financial needs.
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We have over

Regular Dinner Prices
Special Dinner $3.00
Call

Master Charge

264-23- 41

twenty-fiv- e

personal, services waiting
for you.

Fo Reservations

BankAmericard

Students on board can deduct $1.10
from price of meal.
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many minority students have a
very difficult time relating to
many white students and faculty
members, and vice versa. All
students applying to the College
sign a statement on the application saying that they win adhere
to the College Code of Conduct.
They may read In the Catalogue
the vague Introductory rhetoric
of the Code about "Personal Integrity
and
Respect for the rights and concerns of others," and the more
specific line, "Within each rest
dentlal unit there shall be a commitment to actively promote
racial understanding and to deal
honestly, openly, and equitably
with racial tensions." This,
however, unless the student specifically asks about
human
relations on campus. Is the extent
of the student's awareness until
he or she arrives on campus.
Mr. Morris, who must hustle
to fill the freshman class from the
dwindling national applicant pool,
said that human relations "Is a
problem to be worked on once the
student gets here." He added,
"I wouldn't teU people about our
tensions. It doesn't make sense."
The College does not need to,
and probably Is not capable of,
tuddrur a nmnrHw Hvtoif ni
faculty member by bis or her
orientation to human relations.
But the College does need to, and
Is capable of, stressing to past,
present, and future members of
the Wooster "community" an
institutional concern for education AND human relations AND
support of all students. Surely
such a concern would make mis
institution more, not less, at- -'
self-respe- cts

.

.

tractive.

Council
assists
film

makers

Filmmakers In Ohio can receive the money they need to
produce their ideal film. The
Ohio Arts Council Is offering
four film production grants of
$2,000 each in the third year of
a continuing film program.
The OAC recognizes the medium of film as a valid art form
and wants to promote mis art
In Ohio. The Council plans to
use the completed films on television to show what 1s happening
in Ohio and to showcase the work
of Ohio's filmmakers.
The OAC Film Advisory Panel
will give primary consideration
to Innovative technology and
creative production of the proposed films when selecting the
four recipients.
The film should concentrate
on the work of an Ohio art or
artist, or on an OAC --sponsored
project. The applicant can also
submit a proposal for a film of
unrestricted subject - matter If
It win be a work of film --art in
.

itself.

Experienced filmmakers write'
for detailed application procedures from the Ohio Arts Council, 50 West Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215, or can (614X
Deadline for receipt
of completed applications and
accompanying ' materials
Is
March 15, 1973.
469-26- 13.

Call 264.1234 ext. 358 for reservations

All American

Three-tim- e

Mancy
.
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by Chip Freeman

Nancy Shafer Is the kind of
person yon never see or hear,
yet she has accumulated more
honors to her 21 years as a
human being than most people do
In a lifetime.
Nancy Is what one might call
a "track star if such a term
may be defined as one who excels
in the area of running and that
she doesr
Ms. Shafer, Incidentally, Is a
senior here who barely missed
landing a berth on the UJS.
Olympic team last
weekend at the

Celebritv, Local Unknoun

Shafer-Natio- nal

year, and last

Wannamaker-Melro-

se

Invitational Games in
Madison Square Garden placed
rd
run.
second in the
Always on the run, so to speak,
I managed to exchange a few
words with Nancy before she took
off for die nationally-televis600-ya-

Interrupted by injuries and
Illnesses in her freshman and
sophomore years, Ms. Shafer's
track achievements flourished
again with her third All-- A
merican title last year along
with numerous ' invitations to L-vnational meets this year as the
'

ever, doesn't bother the native
of Canton, Ohio who uses her
talents representing the Canton
Track Club due to the demise
of Wooster's female track team
from lack of funds.
Nancy's pride and Joy Is the
number of times she has been
A 11 -- A merican- - three.
named
Two of these honors followed
outstanding performances at the
1967 and 1968 Junior National
Track meets.
her

Following

1S68

one in New York

As invitations and honors roll
Nancy remains calm and
In,
quiet. As every, reporter must
ask at some time during an
Interview, I asked about her
future plans.
"The 1976 Olympics .that's

per-

Ms. Shafer was
named an alternate to the 1968
UJS. Olympic Team, but surpassed that honor by rating an
Invitation to join the U.S.A. Track
Team which toured Japan and
Europe and competed against
Russia. '
formances,

about all."
And that's about all she said.
Just Imagine, a real, live Olympic contender right here at
Wooster and nobody ever knew.

.

9"

The Fighting Scot bowling team

lowered Its season record to

(CBS, Channel 8) Toronto
Games Oils Sunday.

Though Ms. Shafer is not

eaf

Wooster's Jeff Cameron swims the freestyle against the
Kenyon Lords (Photo by Perdue).

too-tou-

gh

Dumas Yet Unbeaten
Larry Sprague, a 150 pound
Junior, overpowered Steve Pred
of the TJgers by the lopsided
score of 5.
The 177 pound Junior Marshall
Wenger earned a three point
decision over Mike Shaefer of
Wittenberg by the margin of 0.
The only other points gained by
the Scots came on a forfeit by the
Wittenberg Tigers at the Heavyweight class which picked up by
Wooster's Paul Sebron.

by Phil Johnson
Wooster Fighting Scot
The
wrestling team made their season
by beating the Witrecord
tenberg Tigers, 2, and losing
a toughly fought match to the
defending OAC champions
Yellow Jackets, 4.
27-1-

j
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Saturday, 9:30

9:00

'

7--

19-2-

Junior Wes Dumas (158)

&

-

Baldwin--

Wallace

Store Hours: Friday

17--

2-- 2-1

&7

hoga Community College West
and Kent State University.
The women's team, consisting
of Veronica Beaty, Dona Smith,
Patsy Ratleff, Kitten Jones, and
Suelien Mltzner, will also be
making the trip to Kent. Both
teams are preparing for the
A.C.U.-- I. regional tournament to
be held In two weeks at Eastern
Michigan University In Ypsllantl,
Michigan.

28

dropping
six
straight games to Ashland College and the University of Toledo.
Steve Bamberger was high In the
morning against Ashland with a
518 series.
Ed Marra took
afternoon scoring honors with a
535 series against Toledo.
Tomorrow the Scots travel to
Kent State to tangle with Cuya

well-kno-

I

8--

last weekend

ex-

w
figure on
actly a
campus, she Is, ironically, a
figure of national renown. The
tracks ters name has graced the
NEW YORK TIMES on three
occasions before appearing in
the VOICE.
The absence of notoriety, how -

Competing in a track meet in Tokyo in 1968, Nancy Shafer
finishes in front of the pack.

Keglers Still Sliding

ed

Star-Maplel-

m

last weekend.

re- -,

malned undefeated In five starts
by picking up two more victories
last Saturday. Wes shutout his
Wittenberg opponent DaveCorn-et- t,
0,
and declsloned Larry
De Long of the Yellow Jackets
by a score of 4.
Another Junior Jim Ras tetter
034 beat
Bill Herrold
in convincing fashion by decls-lonlhim 16-- 3.
Jim also defeated tho Tiger's Bob Graff In
4--

6--

-

B--

W's

ng

a close contest,

NOW THRU

FEB. 13

The Award Winning Musical Is

4-- 3.

On The Screen!

Sophomore Stu Brown won the
battle of the 118 pounders by
beating Witt's Jim Winkler, 3,
and by pinning his Baldwln-W- ai
lace opponent, Sam Canfer, with
1:49 gone In the first period.
Sophomore Paul Richards also
picked up two victories by defeating Bob Watldns of Wittenberg by a pin 'with 0:53 left In
the second stanza. Paul's other
win came by a B-- W
forfeit.

-

7-

4--

mamisms m i nam .

4

rumor

LAYER IT

Weeknites & Saturday 7:00, 9:20
Sunday 2:00, 4:30, 7:05, 9:30
H

ON!

'

$8.00
the word and the LOOK! The
ribbed pullover in 100
orlon acrylic. The at and out lei mure look tor
the youthful man ot every age. Machine waah-abtIn camel, white, green, navy blue,
Perfect with
brown. Sixea
patterned shirt a in a alew ot great
color matinga. $12 to $15.
Layering i

Opening Today

aleeveteaa

U-ne-

ck

e.

Anne

Jlie Cuiico Cat

Baird scores two for

the Scotties in their 42-2- 0
triumph over Capital last
Monday (Photo by Dede Lee).

.

S-M-L--

handcrafted items
and antiques

Men's Store - Main Floor

Stop in and browse!

HELP WANTED
$100.00 weekly possible
addressing mai) tor firms -Full and part time at home -Send stamped
envelope to HOME WORK
OPPORTUNITIES, Box 566
Ruidoso Downs, New Mexico
88346.

262-918-

long-slee-

XLg.

2

self-address- ed

CORNER NORTH AND GRANT
.
2 Blocks W. of the Square

Open Tuesday - Saturday,
M

10--

ft Pays to Buy Quality

5

W

H

BOW,
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i,eTsseeritJ
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Scots Oump Yeoman, Lords
Wooster
The
Scots 6- -6 from the line). Tim
basketball squad collected Shetzer 01 points) and Mike
two more victories this Stoll GO points) also manweek to up its season tally aged double figures for
They have now Coach Van Wie's troops.
to 5.
won 12 of their-las- t
14 con-- in
Tiny Wilber cleaned
the OAC.
the backboards 10 times as
The Scots 5- -2 league Wooster outjumped
the
record puts them only 1 Lords, 7.
game back in the tightenThe Oberlin Yeomen
ing OAC race.
represent the latest notch
Kenyon was the victim on the Fighting Scots' gun.
of Wooster 8 Saturday night The Yeomen left Tinken
2.
road trip,
The Gym Tuesday night on the
Lords came out with their wrong side of a 77-count.
guns flaying to open up a ; Rookie Oberlin coach,
9 point lead midway through
Tommie Smith, Olympic
the first half. Though the gold medal winner and
Black and Gold managed
holder of a world sprint
to erode some of that bulge, record, has yet to prove
they still trailed, 1, at his basketball coaching
ability. His club dropped
the half time buzzer. Kenyon held the advantage on 'to a -6 OAC record as he
the wings of a 56 rate moodily looked on.
was
from the field.
The competition
The seesawing second, denoted by a distinct lack
of excitement. The homehalf saw the game deadtown crowd quietly suffered
when junior
locked, 0,
through a second half which
sub Fred Nevar came off
was stopped 27 times for
the bench to spark the Scots
foul shots.
with 2 straight buckets.
The final
Mike Stoll's 2 foul shots
5:36 was sheer boredom
as Wooster s second-strinwith 28 seconds left finally
scored only 2 points and,
assured the outcome.
Jeff Jae's 12 points led
after leading by 22 .at that
the Scots, but Kenyon s Ted point, settled for the final
Dwyer led all scorers, witbr 12 point margin.
25 (7 for 11 from the field.
Balanced scoring and
14--

34-1-

66-6-

64

34-3-

.

1-

60-6-

--

g

v

l

1V

rvl'

tenacious second half rebounding produced the win.
Jae, Shetzer, and Stoll netted 12 points each, John
Evans, Chuck Cooper, and
Nevar added 8 each, and
Wilber canned 9. The home

from the field.

Twenty-si- x
second half
rebounds made the difference, according to Scot
head coach, Al Van Wie.
Cooper (8), Wilber (7),

Jae (6), and "Moose"
ster rebound

figures, which

totalled 38 (to 30 for Oberlin).
"This is the kind of
scoring I like to see Van
Wie commented, referring
to the balance (7 players
between 12 and 8 points).
"We were taking good
shots, too."
The Wooster mentor felt
Stoll played his best game
of the season. The Junior
pointman, who has been
relagated to a backup Job
after starting last season,
passed fox" 8 assists and
found the basket 5 times
from the floor and twice
from the foul line ( 12
points), while turning the
ball over only once.
"These kids have come
a long way," Van Wie
beamed, thinking that the
Scots are now in position
to make a run at the OAC

.iJeff Requarth

that's it."

several games, by illness.
Vogelgesang, the reliable
senior captain, has been

64-4-

last three meets over a period

of one week. This past Tuesday, Kenyon, winner of the
OAC for the past eighteen years,
visited Severance pool, and without some of their top swimmers,
easily defeated Wooster
Taking firsts for the Scots
were Jim Imler m the 200 backstroke and Bob Clark in the 100
and 200 freestyle events. Setting
two new pool records was Plunket
from Kenyon with a 10:57 In the
1,000 freestyle followed by a 5:17
In the 500 freestyle.
51--

SATURDAY SPORTS
Women's BASKETBALL vs. Central State
Women's BOWLING vs. Kent State
BOWLING vs. CCC-We- st
and Kent State
SWIMMING vs. Ohio Wesleyan
WRESTLING vs Ohio Wesleyan and Hiram
BASKETBALL vs. Muskingum

47.

Last Saturday the diving and
relay strength of Baldwin-Walla- ce
surprised the Wooster mermen as they went down to a
73-defeat. Jeff Cameron took
a first In the freestyle. Bob Clark
won ttie 100 yard free with his
fastest time of the year, and Jim
Henry finished a very close second In the 200 breastroke.
50

'swimming Scots lnTadedDenlson.
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ONE HOUR MARTINIZING

JA J4urryl
11

I

Koostsr's

Or.3 Hour

n

, 1855

--

Beoll-C- ol

.. f

S

at Kent State

8 p.m

One Hour Cleaning
Until 4 p.m. Doily
Shirt Service Inclvded

Cleaner's

.

lege Hills Shopping Center
Next to Sews
Phone: 262- 6651 Set. 8 cm. to 6
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REGAL NOTES

AWAY

at Hiram
AWAY

-

a
D

0
0
D

TAPE PLAYERS AND RECORDERS
PORTABLE STEREO, RADIO, AND TV
SHEET MUSIC - RECORDS - INSTRUMENTS
-

.

AWAY

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEMS

D

--

2:00 p.m. HOME

gives you more

D
D

.

Good luckl

Daily

gMAGNAVOX
0
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Tonight is Black and Gold night in, Scot Lanes.
From 8:00 P.M. to midnight anyone who bowls has a
chance to win a free game. If the bead pin is black
and gold and you roll a strike, you win a free game.

the

Swimmers Lose Three
Facing the two top OAC teams
along with surprisingly tough
Baldwin -- Wallace, the Fighting
Scot swim team dropped their

.

The Master Bakers are the new intramural
volleyball champions. The team consists of Steve
Montogomery, John Weymer, Kent Shimmeal, John
Hurst, Jeff Chastain, Tim McClendon, Bob Gates,
Jim Miraldl, and Bob Stillson.
They received a trophy but with nine men on the
team, they don't plan to keep it; The Bakers want to
give. it to some Institution, such as Boys' Village" or
Apple Creek, that can use it.
The intramural league was basically an exhibition season for the Master Bakers. After going
10- -0 against A League competition, they are
presently
2- -2
League downtown.
in the YMCA
'

pre-seas- on

Christmas break. He is
collared with a leg injury.
The Scots are hot. They
have won 5 straight. A
starting five is finally
starting to emerge, and the
Wooster picked up their only first young squad members are
becoming accustomed to
places by default and disqualification as Denlson easily sunk, college ball. Trailing by
only one game In the t) AC
2.
them
At the half way point tn the battle, and with the Conseason, the Wooster swim team ference tournament to be
record now stands at 2 and 5 played in Wooster, things
with a 1 and 3 mark In the OAC, are looking up. ,

triumph over

77-6- 4

;- -

with-out-t- he

-

gets another bucket in the

Rookie basketball coach Tommie Smith of Oberlin had little to say after his team's defeat Tuesday
to the Fighting Scots.
He did have this to say, particularly to black
athletes but applicable to anyone, "Have a dire"ction,

Vogelgesang, Scott Ayers,
and Keith Van Horn, three
men who figured heavily
plans. The
in
sharpshooting Van Horn-h-as
been hit with mononucleosis, and Ayers has
been sidelined for the last
out of action since-

.

Oberlin (Photo by Legge).

services of Mark

by Scott Yahner

id

Re-qua- rth

(5) topped the Woo-

The squad has been

the ball in this action

j

i

force shot a blazlng61
'

title.

Nobody seems to be able to hold onto
against Oberlin (Photo by Legge).
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UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're, the bigest! Thousands of

topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthropology, Art, . Black Studies, Ecology, Economics, Education, History, Law, Music,
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Problems. Send $2 for your, catalog of topics available.
.
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